Review-Wiesbaden - "Pop and Freestyle from America"
“[Maurice Stern] is an American and, as a sculptor, an
autodidact. . . [He] does not care about a 'school' or a 'style' and,
at first, his work shocks the viewer. . . And yet this lack of any
method seems to have its own method. Super conventional
bronze heads, figurative scenes executed in dynamic Archipenko
style, as well as explosive 'modern' sculptures are colorfully mixed
together.”

FULL TRANSLATION:
Review-Wiesbaden - "Pop and Freestyle from America"
New Exhibitions in Wiesbaden Galleries
... And then there are sculptures by Maurice Stern, tenor at the Wiesbaden State Theater. He is
an American and, as a sculptor, an autodidact - both together facilitate this lack of concern,
which does not care about a 'school' or a 'style' and thus shocks the viewer at first.
Superconventional bronze heads, figurative scenes in dynamic Archipenko style as well as torn
open 'modern' sculptures colorfully mixed together. And yet this lack of any method seems to
have its method:
It gives the freedom that allows for those New York hippie curls as well as that sentimental
woman's head of which one does not know whether it is classically old or already new again;
the flowing forms of a singing scene at the piano (as at the opening of the exhibition in the
Jewish Community Hall), in which feeling is translated into form, and the long-haired youth
playing guitar in whom the wire frame remains visible: a glimpse into the theatrical backdrop
you'll have forgotten already when the play begins. This is a freedom not only of creation but
also of observation. This is of today in that it radically leaves any concept of art behind and
makes 'education' superfluous. Of course, one must then start again from the beginning,
separating skill from incompetence, creation from imitations; and create style.

